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• Discovery of BDs

• Testing the BD formation theories



Brown dwarfs

� Represent a class of objects linking the properties of 

observable low-mass stars and BD with the properties of 

unobservable extrasolar-planets.



Discovery of brown dwarfs using Discovery of brown dwarfs using 
2MASS, DENIS & SDSS2MASS, DENIS & SDSS



What is the goal of the project?

� Brown Dwarfs exist since more than 10 years ago.

� Is it to discover new objects? 

NO (for the moment).



What is the goal of this project? (II)

� There are almost 600 already catalogued.

� Are brown dwarfs very, very rare? 

NO (I would simply say “rare”).
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What is the goal of this project? (III)

� Are new datasets being used? 

NO (for the moment).
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What is the goal of this project? (IV)

� So, what is new?

The VO!!!The VO!!! We plan to apply, 

for the first time a systematic 

mining using a Virtual 

Observatory methodology.  

� The Virtual Observatory allows

� Joining large data sets (“Interoperability”).

� Using tools to facilitate the efficient analysis of 

the contents (“Data Mining”).



VO already successfully used to 
discover a L-type BD

� Filtering criteria: z & J-only 

detections with z- J > 2.75

� SDSS: 15M obj.

� 2MASS: 160M obj.

� 300000 objects in common.



One more time: What is the goal of 
this project?

� Final objective: Characterization of the nearby 

(< 10 pc) T dwarf population. 

(Vrba,2004)

� 2MASS/J 10σ-limit: 15.8

� DENIS/J 3σ-limit: 16.5

� 2 < (z-J) < 4

� SDSS/z limit: 20.4

�� The nearby T dwarf The nearby T dwarf 

population can be detected. population can be detected. 



But …

� 2MASS has been intensively used to look for T dwarfs. 

� WFTS: Wide-Field T Dwarf Search (Burgasser et al.2003, AJ): 

� Searching T dwarfs since 1998 using 2MASS point 

source catalogue.  



Then…, might it happen that there is 
nothing else in there? 

� NO, this is not the case. There are, still, many T 

dwarfs to be discovered:

� Models predict more T dwarfs than those so 

far identified (Burgasser, 2003)

� New search strategies lead to new discoveries

(e.g. Artigau et al. 2006)



But then, might it happen that there is 
nothing else in there? 



Finding T-dwarfs: IR colors are not enough

� IR colors of early-T and M quite similar

� T dwarf candidates can be buried in an overwhelming 

number of background sources. 

• (J-H)≤0.3 or (H-K) ≤ 0.0 

(Burgasser et al. 2003, AJ).



Finding T-dwarfs: IR colors are not enough

� T dwarf candidates can be buried in an overwhelming 

number of background sources. 
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Motion could help…

� The Workflow: 

• Proper motion:

• Photometry consistency:

• Look for optical counterparts



Pros and Cons of this methodology

� Pros: 

• Both 2MASS and DENIS have an excellent 

photometric and astrometric accuracy. 

� Cons: 

• Both surveys are almost simultaneous in time

� 2MASS / North: Jun 1997 – Feb 2001

� 2MASS / South: Mar 1998 – Feb 2001

� DENIS: Jan 1995 – Sep 2001



Pros and Cons of this methodology

T dwarfs in Dwarf Archive



Discovering field BDs with 2MASS/SDSS 

� Region surveyed: 

� RA: 300° – 360° / DEC: 0° – 20°

�� Three potential candidatesThree potential candidates, one of them already identified as BD 
(2004, AJ, 127, 3553)

� Follow-up (IR imaging) foreseen.  

Discovering field BDs with 2MASS/DENIS 

� Region surveyed: 

� RA: 300° – 360° / DEC: -10° / -34°

� RA: 210° – 270° / DEC: -1° / -13° 

�� 10+8 potential candidates10+8 potential candidates

� Follow-up (IR imaging) already done. Analysis on-going. 



Future application of the VO Future application of the VO 
methodologymethodology



What’s next?



UKIDSS (II)

• z (SDSS) limiting 
magnitude: 20.4

• J (2MASS) limiting 
magnitude: 15.8 

�Faint SDSS sources do 
not have 2MASS 
counterparts. 

••The discovery of brown dwarfs cooler than T The discovery of brown dwarfs cooler than T 

dwarfs (the “Y” dwarfs) is one of the key science dwarfs (the “Y” dwarfs) is one of the key science 

drivers for UKIDSS. drivers for UKIDSS. 



Testing the BD formation theoriesTesting the BD formation theories



Testing the BD formation theories

� The way how BDs are formed is still a matter of 
debate. 

� Photoerosion of prestellar cores (Whitworth & 

Zinnecker,  2004):

� Turbulent fragmentation (Padoan & Nordlund, 

2004)

� Ejection (Reipurth & Clarke, 2001)



The ejection model
� So far, all the surveys for young BDs concentrate on the known 

star-formation regions.

� Depending on the ejection velocity BDs may have travelled far 

from their birth sites and not revealed by the previously 

mentioned surveys. 

� Check the ejection model by cross-correlating IPHAS and 

2MASS to search young BD by their Hα emission and IR colors. 

IPHAS
• INT Photometric Hα survey (Drew’05)
• 1800 deg²
• -5<b<+5 
• r’, i’, Hα filters
• r’=20 (10 σ), i’~19
• 80M sources in the Final Catalogue.



The project: candidates and follow up

� Filtering using appropriate 

(r-Hα), (I-J), (J-H), (H-K) color 

criteria. (~ 300 candidates)

� Low resolution spectroscopic follow-up for a proper 

identification and determination of physical parameters.

• WHT: 2 nights (Aug 1st-2nd). 35 candidates observed.

• NOT/ALFOSC: 5 nights (Oct06).



Conclusions

• The scarcity in the number of known brown dwarfs has a 
considerable impact  on different fields of Astrophysics, in 
particular on the area of star formation. 

• This problem has been identified as a key VO-Science case both 
by AstroGrid (included in the "Top-Ten" cases) and EURO-VO 
(through its Science Reference Mission). 

• Building a census of substellar objects implies the discovery of 
a statistically significant number of them through queries that 
combine attributes available from different archives. 

• This is an approach out of the scope of the "classical" 
methodology but that perfectly fits into the Virtual Observatory. 

• The goal of this presentation has been to demonstrate the 
potential of carrying out this type of analysis in the VO 
framework. 


